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MQA’s approach to sustainability
MQA is committed to ensuring environmental and social
risks are identified, assessed and managed responsibly.

24 hour

Over 75%

safety monitoring

of employees receive
development training

Nearly
A$1 million

Employment
for over 3,400 people

committed to sponsorships
and donations

10,300
hectares
of green space maintained

Our approach
At MQA, we believe that many environmental, social and
economic benefits arise from the responsible and sustainable
development and operation of infrastructure. We are also aware
that with these benefits lies the potential for risks which can
have commercial, reputational and regulatory impacts on our
business and affect the communities in which our portfolio
companies operate.
Accordingly, the identification, assessment and responsible
management of environmental and social risks is fundamental
to our day-to-day business activities and an essential part of
ensuring our long-term success, at both the MQA corporate
level and at our portfolio companies.
We structure our sustainability approach into six focus areas
that we consider to have a material impact on our portfolio and
are key to our commitment of ensuring sustainable growth.

1 / Safety
The safety of our
customers, and
that of our staff, is
paramount.
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2 / Climate
Change & the
Environment
Actively reducing
the impact of our
portfolio roads on
the surrounding
environment and
responding to
climate change over
the long term.

3 / People &
Diversity
Promoting a culture
of equal opportunity,
diversity and
learning.

4 / Supply Chain

5 / Community

6 / Technology

Ensuring
suppliers and
partners observe
appropriate working
conditions and
environmental and
social responsibility
policies.

Recognising the
important role
our portfolio
companies play in
the communities in
which we operate,
by supporting and
responding to their
needs.

Leveraging
advances in
technology and
planning for future
innovations.

Our Sustainability Framework
Existing portfolio companies

The Manager’s approach to Sustainability

Each of our portfolio companies is responsible for adopting and
maintaining its own environmental and social risk management
framework that adequately ensures compliance with the
relevant regulation and standards for environmental and social
responsibility (ESR) matters in the country and industry in which
the asset operates.

The day-to-day management and administration of MQA is
currently delegated to the Manager under the management
and advisory agreements. The Manager, as part of Macquarie
Asset Management, a division within the Macquarie Group, is
committed to strong corporate governance and environmental
and social responsibility. This approach is governed by
Macquarie’s ESG Framework and related policies.

Our ability to control or influence the ongoing management
of ESR issues will differ for each asset based on the extent of
its control/governance rights at each asset through the level
of ownership influence, board representation and regulatory
environment governing each asset.
At APRR (including ADELAC) and Warnow, MQA has a noncontrolling interest and accordingly MQA-appointed board
representatives promote and support the implementation of
good ESR practices within each asset to the extent that they
are able to under the co-ownership arrangements.
As of 24 October 2017, MQA gained effective control over
the Dulles Greenway with 100% estimated economic interest.
Since this date, MQA management have conducted a thorough
risk assessment of the asset, including its ESR practices and
reporting, to determine whether any substantial changes are
required.
Regular reporting from each portfolio company to MQA also
assists in monitoring compliance with ESR requirements and in
the identification of ESG issues across MQA’s portfolio. The ESR
performance of each portfolio company is reported to the MQA
Boards regularly, with major environmental and social incidents
reportable within 48 hours of occurrence.
New Investments
ESR risks and opportunities are central considerations in
MQA’s evaluation of new investments. MQA aims to invest in
portfolio companies that regard environmental and social issues
as a high priority and we are committed to complying with all
regulations and engaging responsibly with the community.
Accordingly, all potential investments are screened for
environmental and social risks, including safety and climate
change. ESR risks are included as part of the independent due
diligence performed and included in any investment proposal
presented to the MQA Boards for consideration.

It adopts a rigorous risk management framework which
incorporates active management and monitoring or a broad
range of risks, including environmental and social risks.
The Manger is also guided by to the International Finance
Corporation’s (IFC) Environmental and Social Performance
Standards and Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines.
Key sustainability achievements include:
–– In 2017, Macquarie Asset Management submitted its first
transparency report as a signatory to the United Nationssupported Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI).
–– Since 2010, Macquarie Group has maintained its
commitment to carbon neutrality by reducing and offsetting
emissions from its office energy use and business air travel1.
–– Macquarie Group manages 6,670MW of renewable energy
assets globally.
–– Macquarie Group and MQA’s headquarters at 50 Martin
Place in Sydney has also been awarded a 6 Star Green Star
Rating2, demonstrating the Group’s global commitment to
sustainability.
Refer to the Macquarie Group website: www.macquarie.com/
esg.
Macquarie Group staff working on behalf of MQA also volunteer
and contribute their time, expertise and finances to community
organisations through the Macquarie Group Foundation, The
Foundation has raised over A$300 million since its inception
through staff payroll giving, fundraising and Foundation
matching. Over 50,000 hours of staff-time is volunteered
annually.
Further information can be found on Macquarie Group’s website
at www.macquarie.com/foundation.

In addition to our own processes and policies, new
infrastructure projects/extensions are often subject to extensive
social and environmental impact reviews by governments before
being given approval to proceed.

1. Macquarie offsets scope 2 and scope 3 emissions for corporate offices, data centres, base building and air travel.
2. 6 Star GreenStar Design and As Built rating, Green Building Council of Australia.
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Our Sustainability Policies
ESR-related risks are dealt with under several of MQA’s policies
available on our website:
–– Environmental and Social Responsibility Policy: sets out
the requirements for identifying and managing environmental
and social risks which arise in the day-to-day activities
of MQA.
–– Risk Management Policy: sets out the risk thresholds,
framework and policies in place to manage investment,
credit, liquidity, operational and legal risks associated with
MQA’s operations and investments.
–– Workplace Health and Safety Risk Policy: sets out the
requirements for identifying and managing workplace health
and safety risks which arise in the day-to-day activities
of MQA.
–– Diversity Policy: outlines MQA’s commitment and approach
to ensuring diversity of experiences, skills, views and
backgrounds for its directors and management.
–– Code of Conduct: sets out the expectations for MQA
directors and management team in conducting business and
outlines the values which employees are expected to act by.
These policies are available on the MQA website and form
part of MQA’s overarching risk management framework in
accordance with Principle 7 of its Corporate Governance
Statement.
Here, we outline our approach to sustainability, or ESR,
management. Our governance responsibilities and policies
are covered in its Corporate Governance Statement.
ESR-related regulatory requirements
MQA is not aware of any material breaches of relevant ESRrelated regulatory standards by its assets during the year ended
31 December 2017.

Stakeholders engagement
MQA regularly engages with a broad range of stakeholders who
are involved in, or impacted by, our business. Key stakeholders
to MQA include our co-investors, portfolio company employees,
governments and regulators, suppliers, securityholders and the
wider communities in which our portfolio companies operate.
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Clear dialogue with these stakeholders is important to building
strong relationships, maintaining trust and enhancing our
business performance for the long term.

1. Safety

Commitment to user and
employee safety

0%
24 hour

Low or zero

Reduced

Strong safety culture

safety monitoring

lost time injury frequency rates

traffic incidents

and training programs

Lost time injury frequency rates
APRR

5.89

2017

2016

2015

4.21

0%

0%

Dulles Greenway
employees

Warnow tunnel
employees

had zero lost time injury during
2015-2017

had zero lost time injury during
2015-2017

12.30

Our approach
In 2017, road users travelled 24.5 billion kilometres across
MQA’s portfolio companies. Their safety, and that of our staff,
is paramount. We encourage good governance practices to
minimise the risk of injury to both the customers and staff.
We invest in portfolio companies that put health and safety first
and are committed to promoting a “zero harm” culture across
the employment of staff, use of contractors, interaction with
the public, control of premises, provision of services and in
compliance with all relevant regulatory and legal obligations.

The workplace health and safety performance for each of MQA’s
portfolio companies is reported to the Audit and Risk Committees
on a quarterly basis and presented to the MQA Boards annually.
Any major incidents are reported to the MQA Boards within 48
hours of notification being received of such an occurrence.
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Promoting user safety: case studies
APRR
–– The APRR and ADELAC network is monitored 24 hours a
day, seven days a week to ensure rapid response to help
keep customers safe at all times:
• 550 video cameras and 380 traffic counting stations,
with emergency phones located every 2 kilometres
along the network.
• Approximately one third of employees have safetyrelated roles with a fleet of 1,500 monitoring and
response vehicles.
–– These efforts have seen the number of accidents resulting
in injuries or fatalities more than halved since 2003.
–– APRR is also testing and installing new safety systems:
dynamic speed limits, wrong-way driving detectors, concrete
safety barriers to prevent vehicles from crossing the central
reservation, signalling improvements where appropriate,
incident automatic detection in tunnels and urban
approaches, etc.
–– In the event of a breakdown, APRR’s “SOS Autoroute”
mobile app serves as an on-board emergency roadside
telephone, installed on the driver’s smartphone. Geolocation
technology instantly sends the vehicle’s details to emergency
responders with no need for passengers to exit the vehicle
and walk to a telephone. “SOS Autoroute” is now able to
provide essential emergency information and GPS tracking
to users without an account and with a possibility for a third
person to send an alarm signal.
• As at 31 December 2017, it had been downloaded by
over 600,000 customers.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– The Dulles Greenway was constructed to optimise safety
for its commuters with wide separations between oncoming
traffic and no at-grade intersections. It strives to continuously
exceed the minimum maintenance requirements under the
Virginia Department of Transport (VDOT).
–– The Dulles Greenway has dedicated Virginia State
Troopers based in the Dulles Greenway offices where they
collaborate with management to maximise road user safety.
–– Dulles Greenway regularly performs inspections of facilities,
bridges, and road to ensure repairs and maintenance work
are performed according to optimal operating conditions.
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–– Employees participate in daily and ad-hoc safety briefings. In
2017, a total of 517 safety briefings were held at the Dulles
Greenway. Staff undertake regular training and briefings prior
to each storm season, covering use of special equipment and
user road safety during storms.
–– Dulles Greenway maintains sufficient independent salt
reserves and snow removal equipment to ensure customer
safety during snow storms.
–– Back-up generators and Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)
units ensure continuous safe operation during power
outages.
–– In 2017, there were no fatalities on the Dulles Greenway.
Warnow Tunnel
–– Warnow Tunnel has been named one of the safest tunnels
in Europe by ADAC (The General German Automobile Club),
and since opening operations has continued to implement
modernisation works to keep the high standard of its state-ofthe-art construction.
–– The Warnow Tunnel is monitored by a 24 hour control room
which can remotely access data from two weather stations,
fire alarm systems, traffic sensors and 100%-controllable
safety cameras.
–– Communication systems are able to transmit radio frequency
into vehicles and cell phone connection is maintained
while travelling through the tunnel, ensuring there are
communication channels available during emergencies.
–– Throughout the tunnel, there are SOS niches, loudspeakers
and emergency telephones to provide direct communication
channels.
–– Emergency exits are guided by lights and spaced within 150
metre distance to each other. The doors to the emergency
exits are fire-protected and prevent the flow of smoke, with
fire hydrants in close proximity.
–– Lane markings and tunnel-lighting are regularly assessed and
maintained to improve visibility in the tunnel.
–– Tunnel signalling systems and radar cameras detect
potentially risky behaviour such as wrong-way drivers,
and immediately alerts the tunnel control room.
–– A horizontal stop barrier in the tunnel activates when drivers
travel in the wrong direction, minimising risk of head-on
collisions.
–– In 2017, Warnow had no serious accidents. Only slight rearend collisions with no injuries.

Workplace health & safety: case studies
APRR

Warnow Tunnel

–– Safety at work and achieving the “zero-accident” target are
among APRR’s top priorities. The Group has been operating
an all-round safety strategy for several years, including:

–– Warnow Tunnel offers various programs to employees
to promote and ensure workplace health and safety.
Programs range from basic first aid courses to periodic
medical examinations.

• Rigorous operating procedures familiar to employees.
• Risk prevention inspections by managers, backed by
operational audits.
• Active communication policy on risks and related
employee and customer-facing initiatives, including
15-minute daily prevention chats that were introduced
in 2011.
• Regular safety-related vocational training and
awareness-raising courses run at APRR’s in-house
safety training centre. Training programs at this centre
are attended by more than 200 employees annually.

–– Health and safety seminars are run annually to better
inform employees of the risks they face and how to best
mitigate them.
–– In March 2017, Warnow Tunnel was awarded the 2017
Occupational Health Management Award by BVMW
(the federal association for medium-size enterprises in
Germany) in response to its impressive safety record and
the high standards of workplace health and safety amongst
its employees.

–– The SAFESTART program, is a training program which
commenced rollout in 2015 and aims to assist all operational
employees by the end of 2019 to develop preventive day-today behaviours. 1,600 employees have already successfully
completed the training over the three-year period to the end
of 2017.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– Dulles Greenway adopts a health and safety policy to
also ensure a safe work environment for staff and other
stakeholders to comply with Federal, State, and Local safety
regulations.
–– Safety training is an integral part of new employee training
programs. All employees complete appropriate certifications
for their positions, including certified VDOT training and the
National TIM Responder Training Program provided by the
Virginia State Police.
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2. Climate Change & the Environment

Reducing emissions and
caring for the environment

APRR greenhouse
gas emissions

20% of APRR’s
electricity

decreased by over 2,800 tonnes or
~12% since 2011

now produced from
renewable sources

10,300 hectares

Water and waste

of green space maintained

management initiatives

Our approach
Climate change is a real and relevant consideration for our
portfolio roads, not only do we seek to minimise our impact
on climate change, but also manage the risks associated with
climate change.
Actively reducing the impact of our portfolio roads on the
surrounding environment over the long term is a key focus. We
promote the effective management of each road to facilitate
optimal route planning and timing for our users, with the aim
of reducing traffic congestion, fuel consumption and hence
atmospheric pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.
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Management regularly review the methods in place to respond to
adverse weather conditions on our portfolio roads including the
constant monitoring of road surfaces for their ability to withstand
extreme conditions and training staff to respond to these
conditions to ensure both their own and road user safety.
Each portfolio company has also developed eco-friendly policies
and initiatives focused on identifying and minimising any negative
environmental impact – to preserve the surrounding water
resources, fauna and flora, and reduce emissions and the impact
of noise, visual and environmental pollution.

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions: case studies
APRR
–– APRR has set goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
at every level of its activity, from infrastructure construction
and modernisation, to building renovation and curtailing
unnecessary employee travel, all with zero impact on
motorway users’ safety or comfort. APRR offers its
customers green-friendly services so that everyone can
participate in reducing the carbon footprint, including:
• Parking for carpooling: with more than 1 million
passengers in France carpooling per month, APRR has
collaborated with local authorities to create dedicated
car parks offering secure dedicated parking near road
infrastructures. At the end of 2017, more than 2,000
parking spots were made available for carpooling.
• Carpooling routes: from September 2017, seven carpooling routes (Lyon, Chambéry, Grenoble, Valence)
and one car-pooling route (Dijon – Lyon) reserved for
APRR’s employees have been opened, thanks to the
partnerships with IDVroom and with the app Pop &
Vroom.
• Non-stop electronic tolling: improves driving comfort
while reducing fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions by allowing a speed of 30 kilometres per hour
crossing through the toll barrier.
• Electric charging stations: are placed every 50
kilometres along the network. These charging stations
limits greenhouse gas emissions and promotes the use
of electric vehicles. The electricity for these stations is
produced from renewable energy sources.

–– 20% of APRR/AREA electricity is currently sourced from
renewable energy (since October 2017):
• Solar panelled tollbooths on A39 and A41 producing
58MWh per annum.
• Small equipment dispatched over the motorway also
utilise solar power (including emergency call terminals,
service portals, vehicle metering stations, weather
stations).
• Certain cameras and light signalling are powered by
small wind turbines coupled to solar panels.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– The Dulles Greenway has established SMART
environmental goals and progress towards these goals are
monitored through quarterly reviews. Overhead signage on
the Dulles Greenway is powered by solar energy.
–– Dulles Greenway’s Sustainability Coordinator leads periodic
environmental training sessions for employees to ensure
familiarly with its Environmental Policy.
Warnow Tunnel
–– Through the existence of the tunnel as alternative route to
shift traffic from the city centre, the Rostock city centre has
consequently become much less congested and now
satisfies the German standards for nitrogen monoxide and
fine dust.

• Discounted ETC tags for the first two years to
customers using electric vehicles, and each month for
customers making at least four carpooling journeys.
• Dynamic speed control systems: allows the speed limit
to be adjusted according to the network traffic in order
to smooth the circulation and limit pollution by reducing
congestion. It is currently implemented on portions of the
A40 and A6.
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Nature rehabilitation and reforestation: case studies
APRR
–– Construction on the APRR in areas or territories with
sensitive living environments or natural habitats is avoided.
During development, new motorways sections are equipped
with high-performance environmental-protection systems.
–– Over 10,200 hectares of green space is maintained
adjacent to motorways through environmentally friendly
methods, with more than 1.2 million trees planted around
the network. Over the last few years, trees have been
planted in the renovated rest areas local wildlife has been
protected by the introduction of new green areas (for
example, alongside the A719 section of APRR).
–– A number of biodiversity initiatives implemented, including
implementing over 400 owl nesting boxes along the
network and introducing of beehives to 10 locations that are
monitored by volunteer employees through until 2020.
–– APRR has reduced herbicide usage by half in favour of
mechanical weeding and the “ecological lawn mower”.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– 149 acres of new wetlands have been established around
the Dulles Greenway, a 2:1 replacement ratio for wetlands
forested during its construction, and a 1.5:1 replacement ratio
for emergent wetlands.
–– A 1:1 acreage replacement of trees cleared for the road has
been implemented outside the Dulles Greenway right-of-way.
The reforesting was conducted in a few large areas, rather
than several small areas, to permit greater survival of newly
planted trees, improved wildlife opportunities, and a greater
buffer for landowners.
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–– The Dulles Greenway
Wetlands Mitigation
Project is a private property
on which new wetlands
were established by the Toll
Road Investors Partnership
II (TRIP II) to mitigate the
loss of wetlands from the
construction of the Dulles
Greenway. Among the
animals sited in the area are
beavers, red foxes, deer,
painted turtles, snapping
turtles and box turtles, gray
tree frogs, green frogs, great
blue and green herons, great egrets, wood ducks, greenwinged teal, red-tailed hawks, sandpipers, kingfishers, and a
variety of warblers and other songbirds. Bald eagles also nest
at the wetlands.
Warnow Tunnel
–– The Warnow River embankment is regularly maintained.
–– Trees and vegetation were planted beside the operations
building and on the tunnel portals after finalisation of
construction works.

Decreasing waste, water and noise pollution: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR maintains water and wastewater treatment
systems across the network to safeguard water resources.
The identification of suitable treatment channel locations has
provided environmental protection at an economically and
sustainable cost. There are 2,000 retaining basins along the
network to protect and sustain local water resources.

–– To protect the surrounding waterways and reduce the
possibility of major sediment problems, erosion and pollution,
the Dulles Greenway has implemented diversion dikes, silt
fences, sediment traps, and vegetative soil stabilisation.

–– New waste collection contracts in 2017 utilise technologies
to schedule itineraries to minimise greenhouse gas and
air pollutants.

–– Air is monitored within the tunnel to health and
environmental standards and managed with the use of
ventilators. These ventilators also reduce smoke build up in
case of fire in the tunnel.

–– APRR’s proactive recycling program of pavement materials
reduces natural resources needs by 20-50%. A multi-year
program of installing “recycling points” at eco-responsible
service areas has been launched to promote eco-citizen
actions and increase customer awareness of recycling.

Warnow Tunnel

–– Excess water, for example from flood events or traffic
incidents, is collected and treated to protect against
water pollution into the Warnow River and surrounding
environment.

–– APRR is also cognisant of reducing noise pollution, with
the recent renovation of several noise barriers along the
network, including on the A41 North between Aix-lesBains and Annecy. To date, 237 noise barriers, covering 75
kilometres, protect residents from noise pollution.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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3. People & Diversity

Providing diverse, inclusive
and engaging environment
for our people

Active employee
policies
to ensure diversity and
equal opportunities

Over 75%

9 to 19 years’

“Diversity Label”

of employees receive
developmental training

average employee tenure at
each portfolio company

from Association Française de
Normalisation maintained by APRR

Strong female representation in 2017 workforce
FTEs (%)

Management team (%)
53

MQA management

39

APRR/ADELAC

Dulles Greenway

Warnow Tunnel

64

MQA management

APRR/ADELAC

29

Dulles Greenway

58

31

33

Warnow Tunnel

60

Our approach
MQA does not directly employ its own staff, other than nonexecutive directors. However, the commitment and well-being of
both our corporate employees and the employees of our portfolio
companies is important for the effective performance of MQA and
our portfolio companies.

At our portfolio companies, MQA appointed board
representatives support the implementation of appropriate
diversity, equality and employee engagement policies, including
the employment and representation of women across all levels of
the company.

All MQA’s corporate employees are provided by the Manager
under the management agreements. MQA has an international
portfolio of road assets and its effective management requires
geographically diverse, high-calibre, global expertise which the
Manager provides.

MQA also adopts a Diversity Policy at the MQA board and
management levels through consultation with the Manager.
Details of our progress are provided in MQA’s Corporate
Governance Statement.
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Promoting employee diversity and inclusion: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR operates a pro-active policy on employee diversity
and equal opportunities, with no tolerance of any form of
discrimination.

–– The Dulles Greenway has written policies and reporting
procedures to ensure employees work in an inclusive
environment that is free of discrimination and any form
of harassment.

• All employees are provided with equal opportunities
irrespective of gender, age, ethnicity, sexual orientation or
any non-merit based characteristics.
• Dedicated management organisations have been put
in place at APRR, including a “Diversity Committee”,
supported by a network of HR correspondents,
managers and ambassadors.
• APRR has developed and communicates to staff
three expressed commitments to open mindedness,
diversity and anti-discrimination.
–– APRR has adopted a series of diversity and equality
benchmarks, including company-wide employee target of
50% female representation.

–– Management hires and promotes staff based on
demonstrated ability, experience and training, without regard
to race, colour, national origin, religion, age, sex, disability,
or any other status protected by law.
Warnow Tunnel
–– Warnow Tunnel has implemented a publically available
Code of Ethics based on principles of mutual respect
and trust with no appetite for any type of discrimination.
It undertakes to operate a fair staffing policy that is compliant
with legal requirements.

–– Improved diversity via recruitment:
• Gender ratios: Over the last year, 1 in 4 applicants of
jobs within the Group have been women. At the hiring
stage, 1 in 3 people recruited are female.
• Increased disability workers: Between 2014 and 2017,
the number of registered workers with disabilities (RQTH)
increased by from 146 to 185.
–– APRR and AREA have been granted the “Diversity Label”
from Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR),
France’s national organization for standardization. More
than 80 employees are now “diversity” ambassadors.
–– One of the company’s eight executive committee
members is female. The proportion of women on the
Boards of Directors is now greater than 45% for both
APRR and AREA.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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Increasing engagement through training and development: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR offers equal opportunities to secure jobs and build
careers to all personnel with the same levels of skills and
professional experience.

–– TRIP II is in the process of implementing a new on-line
employee training program which includes course
content in the core subject areas of Workplace Safety,
HR - Employment, Leadership and Customer Service.

• Each year ~80% of APRR employees access at least
one professional course, via more than 71,000 hours
of training in 2017.
• In 2017, over 700 employees have benefited from
professional training, with a particular focus on safety
training. Employees are assisted by 260 professional
tutors who are also company employees.
• A promotion and mobility charter is adopted at
APRR to facilitate employees’ mobility within the
Group, providing objective assessment methods
and procedures.
• Specific development plans for females have been
implemented to ensure female talent is appropriately
promoted.
• APRR provides young workers with apprenticeships,
work-study contracts and vocational skills programs,
as well as initiatives to encourage graduate recruitment.
• In an effort to counter the difficulties experienced by
employees with disabilities, APRR has developed
a proactive, long-term policy to facilitate recruitment,
improve working conditions and help workers remain
in employment and build careers.
• Measures have been introduced to assist older
workers, including in-house tutoring and training
policies by employees over 45 to pass on their skills
and knowledge to co-workers.
–– APRR was named “Best Employer 2017” in France
by the business monthly magazine Capital within the
transport sector, ranking fourth overall across all French
employers. These rankings are based on an independent
study of 20,000 employees from 2,100 companies of
500+ employees.
–– The average length of service of all APRR employees is
approximately 19 years.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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• In 2017 employees were offered training programs
addressing road safety during adverse weather
conditions, customer service and health and wellbeing.
–– The average length of service of all Dulles Greenway
employees is nine years.
Warnow Tunnel
–– 94% of employees received training during 2017, tailored
specifically to their developmental needs.
–– In October 2017 the Warnow Tunnel management organised
a course promoting “Communication with our customer
as a key for better health in the workplace” in order to
ensure employees were well-equipped to handle
customer enquiries.
–– In December 2017 cashier and customer support managers
were offered English courses to improve their ability to
respond to customer queries.
–– Other courses offered to employees during 2017 included
First Aid refresher course, stress relief and
management, customer engagement, and self-defence.
–– The average length of service of all employees is ten years,
with many serving over 14 years in the company since 2003
when the tunnel commenced operations.

4. Supply Chain

Supporting operational integrity
through supply chain policies

Reputable supply
companies
selected via strict protocols

APRR policies

US EPA Energy Star

ensure suppliers tested for environmental,
sustainability and safety criteria

certified products used by Dulles Greenway

Our approach
Given MQA invests in infrastructure assets, there is significant
supply chain impact. Our assets engage with multiple suppliers
through day-to-day operations, and construction projects drive
significant economic development in the communities in which
our assets operate.

Each asset has a supplier code that sets governance,
community, environmental management, social responsibility
and supply chain criteria for all suppliers. Tender and contract
management processes include environmental, sustainability
and safety expectations specific to each contract.

Case studies
APRR

• Purchasing policy

–– Given the depth of APRR’s purchasing and supply chain
department, it is able to respond to competitive tendering
and use a balanced mix of local skills/businesses and larger
nation-wide companies to meet the needs and conditions of
its operations.

• Purchasing code of conduct

–– In its supplier dealings, APRR adheres to international
principles and commitments, including international labour
standards, prevention of discrimination and no offshoring,
undocumented workers or child labour.
–– APRR customers, suppliers and partners are required to
adopt the best practices that APRR adheres to through its
Diversity Label.
–– APRR has policies in place to ensure suppliers are tested
for environmental, sustainability and safety criteria and
are handled with fairness. These policies include:

• Respect for subcontractors
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– The Dulles Greenway has implemented a procurement policy
striving to obtain products that will have the least amount of
impact on the environment. For example, the policy determines
that US EPA Energy Star certified products shall be purchased
when available.
Warnow Tunnel
–– Warnow Tunnel’s Data Privacy and environmental
certification firms are provided by reputable external agencies
to ensure external reviews are conducted with integrity.
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5. Community

Giving back to the communities
in which we operate

Time-savings
for customers

Customer
engagement
programs

Nearly A$1 million
committed to community
sponsorship and donations

Above 95%
customer
satisfaction
ratings achieved by APRR
and AREA in 2017

Our approach
We recognise the important role and long-term impact of
infrastructure assets on local communities in the regions in which
they operate. The United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (UN SDGs) identify resilient and sustainable transport
infrastructure as crucial in achieving sustainable development
and empowering communities.
In addition to compliance with the relevant laws and regulations,
we seek to ensure our portfolio companies endeavour to pay
attention and respond to community needs, and support and
build strong relationships with these communities.
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We promote this first through ensuring our customers continue
to benefit from the high level of service, user-friendly initiatives,
operational safety, and time efficiencies provided by our roads,
as well as by supporting our local communities through
donations, sponsorships and partnerships.

Enhancing customer experience: case studies
APRR

Warnow Tunnel

–– APRR ensures its motorway network benefits all users
by implementing partnership approaches with key
stakeholders across the regions within its network.

–– Users of the Warnow Tunnel save approximately 30
minutes compared to alternative routes during peak hours.

–– APRR and AREA received customer satisfaction
ratings above 95% in 2017, consistent with recent years.
These ratings covered many major components of the
motorway’s service including traffic information, safety,
road maintenance, cleanliness and the quality of rest or
service areas.
–– APRR’s 175 rest areas and 97 service areas are equipped
with parking spaces, restrooms, restaurants, stores and
banking facilities. With 17 service areas also offering
accommodation, on average there is a rest area every 14
kilometres and a service area every 45 kilometres along
the motorway. Vehicle maintenance services such as
compressed air facilities and waste-removal pumps for
caravans are made freely available. Relaxation trails, play and
picnic areas are also available, with safety related displays
and activities erected during the busier travel periods.
–– APRR regularly adapts its commercial offering to support
more environmentally friendly and user friendly means
of transport, including non-stop electronic tolling, parking
for carpooling, electric vehicle charging stations, discounted
ETC tags electric vehicles and carpooling users, dynamic
speed control systems, as well as other safety measures,
including APRR’s mobile safety app.

–– For the city of Rostock and the region Mecklenburg-Western
Pommerania this tunnel closed the periphery ring around
the city centre and provides an obvious and enormous
infrastructural improvement.
–– Management regularly organise customer engagement and
language training courses to enhance customer experience.
–– The Warnow Tunnel tollbooth is regularly decorated for
holiday events, with Christmas trees for St Nicholas day and
roses handed to customers during Valentine’s Day. In 2018
more than 2,000 roses were handed out to Warnow Tunnel
road users.
–– Every millionth customer of the Warnow Tunnel is celebrated
with attendance by Warnow Tunnel Mascot, Oscar the
Otter, as well as media coverage from the local TV station.
In March 2018 the Warnow Tunnel celebrated its 55
millionth customer.
–– Management regularly conduct community education
programs. In November 2017 driving instructors attended
a tour of the Warnow Tunnel to ensure they are familiar with
the operations of the tunnel to pass onto future students.

ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Dulles Greenway
–– Dulles Greenway strives to maintain a higher level of service
and maintenance quality than other county and state roads.
–– Dulles Greenway continues to offer a congestion free trip
with sustained time savings relative to other county and
state roads.
–– Employees regularly participate in training courses to
enhance their customer engagement.
–– A number of channels are available for customers to contact
Dulles Greenway in relation to payment of tolls, including via
the Dulles Greenway website, social media and in person,
catering for all users and technologies available to them.
–– The Dulles Greenway team are committed to ensuring road
usability during snow storms. Significant preparation for
storms include placement of markers to indicate driveable
areas and enhance customer usability and experience in case
of thick snow cover.
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Ongoing support for the local communities: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR and AREA support local initiatives in the regions
their motorway networks serve, including:

–– In 2017, Dulles Greenway held its 13th Annual “Drive
for Charity” where 100% of toll proceeds are distributed
to charitable and not-for-profit organisations in the local
community, raising US$350,000 to support six local
organisations and 15 local scholarships. The total amount
raised through the event over the past 13 years is over
US$3.0 million.

• Sponsoring the “Centre National du Costume”
(National Centre for Stage Costumes), an organisation
that preserves and presents costumes of the Paris
Opera, the Comedie Francaise, etc.
• Organising the Triathlon of Trièves in 2016 in the
Isère department – the only competition to be run
on a French motorway.
• Participating in professional integration initiatives such
as “100 chances, 100 jobs”. In 2017 APRR continued
to support the training and education of students
by welcoming around 80 trainees and 204 employees
through its apprenticeship program, combining part-time
study with practical experience.
• Launching a roadside sign replacement project with
the theme of turning the motorways in the APRR & AREA
network into an open-air art gallery, where well-known
illustrators were commissioned to give road signage
a new graphic thrust. These included Ted Benoit and
Floc’h, along the A6 Nord, Zoé on the A31, and Matthieu
Forichon on the A77.
–– In 2017 APRR donated €283,000 in sponsorship
and donations.
–– APRR has recently commenced addressing the needs
of senior users of the motorway, who represent a steadily
increasing proportion of users. APRR is conducting research
to better understand the needs and expectations of older
customers, and adapting its facilities, infrastructures and
services to meet these needs. APRR presented these
initiatives at the Senior Fair in Paris, May 2017.
–– APRR provides young workers with apprenticeships, workstudy contracts and vocational skills programs, as well as
initiatives to encourage graduate recruitment.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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• A strong sense of goodwill has resulted from the
initiative with drivers often donating more than the
required toll and staff actively fundraising for the cause.
–– This year’s charities included:
• March of Dimes, where donations were used to partially
fund the NICU Family Support project at Inova Fairfax
Hospital for Children.
• Every Citizen Has Opportunity (ECHO), a Loudounbased organisation that offers transportation for people
with disabilities.
• Loudoun Abused Women’s Shelter, which provides
crisis intervention, support and advocacy for victims of
domestic violence, sexual assault and child abuse.
• Fresh Air/Full Care, an all-volunteer charity that assists
low-income working parents to pay for the cost of
summer camp for at-risk youths.
• Loudoun Wildlife Conservancy, which provides
programs to promote the preservation of healthy
wildlife habitats.
• Loudoun Free Clinic, which offers expert medical care
and caring support to patients, where donations will be
used to increase patient services.
• Dulles Greenway Scholarship Program, which
provides students with scholarships for college.

Warnow Tunnel
–– Warnow is an active participant in the local community,
supporting social, tourism and sporting events in the City of
Rostock, including:
• “Rostock Marathon Night” partnership, providing
assistance to the event organisation and the routing
leads through one tunnel tube.
• Warnow mascot “Oscar the otter” participated at the
Hanse Fair Rostock parade.
• Warnow hosted “Schüler StAUNen” a competition where
students researched and presented projects such as
green energy options for the Warnow Tunnel.
• Employee representation on various regional committees
and working groups aimed at strengthening the cultural
and economic underpinnings of the region.

–– Warnow Tunnel donated approximately ~€47,000 in 2017
through sponsorships and donations, including:
• Rostock Zoo, sponsorship of the Otter exhibit and ZOO
classic night concert with funds raised to improve the
living conditions of the animals.
• Rostock Griffins (American Football) sponsorship.
• “Wünschewagen” (wish car) granting wishes to fatally
ill people.
• YARO: academy for young talented musicians, the
Warnow Tunnel provided funding for the school fees
of one student.
• Rostock Food for People, an organisation that collects
food nearing its expiry date and distributes it to people
in need.
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6. Technology

Leveraging technological
improvements

Supporting the

Planning for

Communicating

Cyber security

advancement of electric vehicles

automated vehicles

via social media

awareness

Increased use of automated tolling in 2017
Automated tolling increase 2016-2017 (%)
98.9

APPR/ADELAC

93.4

Dulles Greenway

Warnow Tunnel

65.0

Our approach
MQA is keenly aware of the benefits of leveraging technology
across its corporate business and portfolio operations, in
providing a better customer experience as well as in improving
productivity and reducing costs. However, MQA is also aware
that with these benefits lies the potential for risks, such as
cybersecurity, privacy and data protection risks, which can have
reputational, regulatory and economic impacts on our business
and our customers.
A combination of technological revolutions and social change
is also prompting a profound shift in our attitude to travel. In
response, our assets are working towards supporting the
development of new means of transport (such as electric and
autonomous vehicles) and new practices such as carpooling and
the use of social media.
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Accordingly, through both the Manager and MQA’s appointed
board representatives, MQA is committed to ensuring its portfolio
companies adequately understand the technology-related risks
and opportunities facing their operations and have in place
appropriate protocols and innovation planning to prepare for
changes in technology.

Promoting user safety: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR continues to adopt technology advances through
the increasing automation of its toll collection over recent
years. In 2017, the rate of electronic toll collection (ETC)
transactions alone exceeded 57%, with non-cash payments
at just under 99%.

–– Dulles Greenway’s automated tolling collection exceeded
over 83% of total transactions in 2016 with non-cash
payments exceeding 93%. Its automatic vehicle identification
(AVI) system exceeds industry standards, providing
efficiencies for both processing times and costs.

• This has greatly improved customer service by
reducing waiting times and by absorbing increasing
traffic at peak times. This automation also allows for
the reduction of employee night shifts to those strictly
necessary for security purposes.

–– Social media is increasingly being used by the Dulles
Greenway to provide continuous traffic and weather updates
to users, ensuring a safe and reliable user experience.

–– APRR has been supporting the development of electric
vehicles since 2012, in partnership with electric vehicle
companies (such as Tesla and EDF). As part of the
partnership, APRR has installed a fast charging station every
80 kilometres (on average) along the APRR network. These
universal, communicating charging stations are compatible
with all makes of commercially available electric vehicles.
They are manufactured in France, and supplied with
electricity generated from renewable energy sources.

–– Warnow Tunnel’s automated tolling collection accounts for
65% of total transactions in 2017.

–– APRR collaborates with research organisations to provide
them with access to the motorway network and test
innovations in real-life.

Warnow Tunnel

–– Introduction of RFID (radio frequency identification strips)
strips provides more reliable and cost-effective means of
electronic tolling, removing the need for batteries.
–– New technologies have been able to enhance the oversight of
the Warnow Tunnel’s operations room. In 2017 the Warnow
Tunnel installed an interactive system of traffic signals, weather
sensors and an induction loop to improve the safety and
usability of the road.

ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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Planning for future technology: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– The mobility sector is set to be revolutionised by the
emergence of automated vehicles over the next few
decades. For APRR, the prospect of accommodating the
“Google car” and other self-driving vehicles on the network is
a challenge for which it is already preparing.

–– TRIP II participated with VDOT and Virginia Tech University
on a pilot program in Northern Virginia with driverless
vehicles. The Dulles Greenway was one of the roads used
during the testing.

–– APRR’s Horizon 2020 program, Start.Lab, encourages all
employees to think about and design tomorrow’s motorways
and services. Over a 16-month period, 110 employees have
tackled challenges posed by a series of Start.Lab workshops.
Each workshop provides the opportunity for participants
to reflect on technological and social changes in areas
such as smart vehicles, urban tolls, ecomobility and
multimodal transport, and determine ways to address
these paradigm shifts.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.

Ensuring cyber protection: case studies
APRR

Dulles Greenway

–– APRR conducted a risk analysis in 2015 regarding cyber
security/protection of its storage systems and computer data.
In 2017, APPR conducted a risk analysis of main toll applications
to assess their reliability and resilience against corrupted data
and malicious attacks.

–– The Dulles Greenway has internal policies and procedures
in place for cyber protection, and are PCI compliant. VDOT
manages ETC tags and credit card transactions on behalf of
toll roads in the region, thereby reducing Dulles Greenway’s
exposure to cyber security and privacy risks.

–– Processing of personal data is declared to the CNIL (French
National Data Protection Commission) and complies with
requirements relating to encryption, record storage and
anonymity.

–– Toll system improvements including new payments
encryption technology were installed to provide additional
protections against credit card payment system breaches and
theft of cardholder information.

• An action plan is ongoing in order to meet with
French General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
requirements. Since the second half of 2016, all of
APRR’s toll collection facilities met the new Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), with
credit card numbers being immediately encrypted and
not clearly displayed in any processing flow.
ADELAC and AREA are managed by APRR and accordingly are included in APRR’s
sustainability disclosures.
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Warnow Tunnel
–– Warnow Tunnel maintains a policy for Crime Insurance
across its business and continues to participate in the
Federal Research Institute’s Cyber Safe project.
–– Penetration tests are executed regularly at every network
level in order to mitigate the risk of external attacks. During
2017, Warnow Tunnel’s management and approval processes
were significantly fortified against potential fraud in terms of
cyber security.

